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Scotland highlands travel guide

Day tripsVevenations of the dayMulti rated with flexible cancellation10 min reading • Published on September 10, 2020The North Coast 500 is Scotland's own Route 66. Buckle for a trip around the outer boundaries of Britain, where you'll find otherworldly landscapes.8 min reading • Published on August 9, 2017Deming almost horizontally against gale-force winds and the kind of rain that makes you wish
you'd spent your life savings on raincoats, I'm starting to... 6 min read • Published on January 23, 2017It's hard to believe the boy wizard isn't younger, but it's been over 20 years since the publication of the first in jk rowling's beloved series,... 6 min read • Posted on May 20, 2014 An emerald coast receding behind, a sea breeze on its face, a dolphin surfing on the arc wave as an escort. The magic begins as
soon as you board the ferry... 6 min read • Posted on September 23, 2013 You just need to watch the fictional Hogwarts train chug over the real Glenfinnan Viaduct or look for a brushed short bread can to get a sense of the... Eilean Donan Castle is a must in the Scottish Highlands | © eye35.pix / Alamy Stock PhotoCheck out this ready collection of bookable travel ideas inspired by what you love. Whether
it's glamping near Loch Ness or strolling the Isle of Skye, discover things to do, where to stay, and the best places to eat and drink in our definitive guide to the Scottish Highlands. Characterized by a spectacular and untouched desert, much of the Highlands remain so remote that areas, such as west coast housing villages, are only accessible by boat. Whether you're hiding in one of a number of villages or
facing the elements around the Monadhliath Mountains, there's a sense of tranquility and isolation that may seem unusual – strange, even – to urbanites – but staying with it. The serenity found in this landscape is incomparable and part of its magic. Hobbit House is a suitable name for a glamping capsule that sits in a forest clearing. These handmade holes look a lot like long saunas and appropriately offer
warmth and comfort away from the fierce climate for which Scotland is known. In summer, make use of the barbecue area and fresh eggs of free range, while in winter you will want to make sure you have plenty of supplies, since the nearest restaurant is 6mi (10km) away. All you need to knowCourtesy of the Hotel Perle Oban/ExpediaMixing modern influences from around the world with Victoriana, the
rooms at Perle Oban are tinted with coral cushions, floor length curtains and cyan characteristic walls, which bring a vibrant Moroccan touch to the darkest of Scottish dawns. Expect to see afternoon tea next to the Mezze's grills on a menu that reflects the duality of this beachfront hotel, which is famous for its Mara what you need to knowCourtesy of Inverlochy Castle / ExpediaSet on scattered grounds
spanning lavender snowy landscapes, valleys, lakes and acres of enchanted forest, Inverlochy is suitable for fictional and real-life royalty. Queen Victoria vacationed here and remembered in her that she's never seen a more beautiful or more romantic place. While remnants of what was once a Viking kingdom can be felt across Scotland, in Inverlochy you will be among the ornate furniture gifted by the
King of Norway.All you need to knowToursThe Tour of the Isle of Heaven and Eilean Donan Castle Tour of Inverness12 hours5 (27)You'll want plenty of film (or enough space on your iPhone) for this tour of scotland's striking beauty. Filled with pine trees, shimmering sea lakes, valleys and scenic harbour villages, this all-day trip around Scotland's coronation monuments is set in dramatic mountain scenery.
Covering Loch Ness, the Isle of Skye and Eilean Donan Castle, the tour will take you through the jagged headwaters and through historic sites and undulating moorings. The Old Man of Storr feels especially majestic – and yes, you will feel like a character in a fantasy book. ToursAlternative Loch Ness Tour by Secret Highlands8 hours5 (3)Shrouded in mystery – and a fair amount of fog – Loch Ness, or
rather its synonymous sea monster Nessie, has captivated visitors for nearly a century. Containing more water than the lakes of England and Wales combined, the lake is impressive for its size, and it is not hard to imagine that such a creature could go unnoticed here for so long. Get ready to pick up many more pieces on this legendary lake on your tour of Scotland's spectacular scenery. Many people
drive straight through Inverness on their way to the most dramatic and remote parts of the Highlands, but in doing so, they lose the cultural capital of the region. Running alongside the salmon-filled Ness River, Café Artysans is a cozy bistro that is also part of the Calman Trust, a group specialising in building the future of local young people. You can even go as far as saying that the indulgent Scottish
breakfast is more of a philanthropic chase than a decadent way of starting the day. A seasonally revolving menu and home-grown location that sleeps around 18 years old makes Struy an on-demand dining option that requires advance booking. If you're lucky enough to secure a table (it's worth noting that owners Jim and Karen don't recommend the children's restaurant), you'll be greeted with traditional
décor, a crackling fire and an Italian infused menu filled with local produce such as king shetland scallops and West Coast lobster risotto. Bar, Pub, Pub Grub, Beer, $$$Bruce MacGregor is a busy man; when he's not playing in Blazin' Fiddles or presenting BBC Radio Scotland's Thursday Night Travelling Folk, you can find him pulling litres into his own bar of the same name. MacGregor specialises in craft
beer and alcoholic beverages – it's home to the Inverness whisky and gin festival – along with traditional music, meaning you can be treated to a session of this local legend while you a dram. These recommendations were updated on October 6, 2020 to keep your travel plans fresh. ShareTweetPinterestFlipboardPocketWhatsappMail There is no doubt so far you saw us talking about how beautiful the
Scottish Highlands are and how much we love our visit. From the stunning beauty of the Cairngorms, looking for seaweed for lunch, the Wester Ross Trail and the driving part of the North Coast 500 – Scotland really pampered us during our visit. Going back north to Scotland was a kind of comeback. Before Yaya started in Cambridge, we both studied at St. Andrews (on the east coast), but for some silly
reason, we never made it to the Highlands. This trip was to remedy that fact! After living in Scotland for about 4 years, I quickly realised that (like much of the UK) that it's not just a summer destination, there's every reason to go out, explore and discover some of the hidden gems we were looking forward to seeing. Now, as we mentioned in our other highlands posts, the best thing about hidden gems in
Scotland is that they are literally as beautiful and possibly even more impressive than some of the best known places you've probably heard of.  Best of all, most of the places we found were actually so close to some of the best known spots, which means they can be easily marked on your trip if you're looking for something a little more hidden, but no less iconic. To make life a little easier, we wanted to
share the route we drove around the Highlands so you can immerse yourself in the regions, areas and experiences you'd like yourself. Take a look at our full itinerary below. There are a few ways to get to the Highlands, whether by train, plane or car. We travelled to the Highlands via the Caledonian Sleeper where we boarded around 8.30pm from London Euston and woke up about 12 hours later in the
heart of the Highlands. We had our own cabin with a crispy linen bed that's perfect. The gang even accompanies you about an hour before arriving in Inverness with a hearty Scottish breakfast. We went after the smoked salmon, eggs and some oatmeal. What to eat in the Scottish Highlands? Scotland is one of those countries that has a lot of good quality, delicious and locally produced dishes that
everyone should try at least once, with the Highlands being no exception. No matter what time of year you'll visit – you're guaranteed a tasty range of goodies you have to try. Take a look at our list of dishes you should try while in Scotland here. Scottish Highlands: Day 1 09:00 Arrive in Inverness: at caledonian sleeper and get in a taxi outside the train station to pick up your rental car. 10am Drive to
Rothiemurchus: this drive will take about 45 minutes and you'll end up crashing within the UK's largest National Park, the Cairngorms. 11:00 Stop for a Scottish tea: Before you go exploring the Cairngorms, they sure stop for good Scottish tea beer at Druie Restaurant Cafe. If you have a case of eleven, grab one of your homemade cakes inducing greed. I promise, you won't be able to resist once you see
them. The Druie Druie is based on the Rothiemurchus Centre Inverdruie (here is the zip code for the GPS PH22 1QH). 12:00 Adventure time: After a short tea break, book yourself on a region quad bike exploration or (river height allowing) pipes downstream (with Full On Adventure), while enlarging the natural water shoots and rapids. Both are great ways to explore a small slice of the region and actually
get blood pumping. Also, if you prefer, you can appear to see some of the cere her cere in the area too! 14:30 Go to lunch: After working up your appetite with quad or tube, make another pitstop at the Druie Restaurant and make sure you try your local venison dishes that are so delicious. 15:30 Green Lake Bike Ride: Pedal to Lochan Uaine (Green Lake) after catching your Cycles of In Your Element
(across the road from Druie Restaurant) make sure you go to Glenmore Forest Park and visit Lochan Uaine, which is great to see. 17:30 Drive to your B&amp;B: After a day of adventure, drive back to The Dulnain Bridge (about 30 minutes) to check out your B&amp;B. We stay at the amazing Bydand B&amp;B with a dream. The rooms are beautiful and the crackling fire down there is amazing. We wish
we'd stayed forever. Isobel also makes the most delicious Scottish breakfast... fit for royalty! If you want to book Bydand B&amp;B, you can book and contact the staff here. 20:00 Dinner: After some well-deserved rest and relaxation, head to the Old Bridge Inn in Aviemore, which is a good place to go for food. As we mentioned, the service was not the best, but you can forgive it because it is really busy.
Best of all, after 10pm, the Old Bridge Inn hosts live (and intimate) shows. We had a chance to see The Burning Hell &amp; Jeffry Lewis from New York – PS, they're not as scary as their name sounds. 23:00 Sleep: Take some Zzzzzz's Read our full post on day 1 in the Scottish Highlands, here Scottish Highlands: Day 2 08:30 Drive from Dulnain to Kinlochewe: The unit itself will take about 120-150
minutes depending on how many times you stop. 09:30 Stop at Rogie Falls: On the way east, stretch your legs in Rogie Falls and if you're lucky, you might even see the salmon jumping upstream. 11:00 Go for a walk: After Rogie Falls, continue driving to the Beinn Eighe National Nature Reserve which is full of ancient pine trees, dramatic mountains and many trails. Once you arrive, head to the Beinn
Eighe Visitor Center where you can talk to the rangers (Douglas helped us), discover the best trail that suits you and learn to identify some of the golden eagles that call this region home. 12:00 Kinlochewe Drive -Torridon: The drive itself will take about 40 minutes, with some of Scotland's most spectacular mountain scenery (shhhhh, don't tell others). The whole it became the whole world for its stunning
trails and stunning views of Liathach, 1,054 m (3,456 ft) and the mighty Beinn Alligin, 985 m (3,230 ft). feet). Drive Torridon – Lower Diabaign: After the incredible views of Beinn Alligin, continue driving for another 30 minutes or more to Lower Diabaign, where you'll find the hidden gem that is undoubtedly the most beautiful village in all of Scotland. Take a walk through the small harbor, see the wreck, and
explore the dramatic rocky bay. 13:30 Lunch: Parade in some of the best local foods at Gille Brighde Cafe &amp; Restaurant which serves one of the best seafood chowders I've ever tasted. Coffee really focuses on sustainable products, all within a homely environment. It's so unique and the staff is amazing! 15:30 Time for a short walk: Stop at Torridon Activities, located on the shores of Loch Torridon, is
the perfect place for a short ride, mountaineering and kayaking, weather-dependent, obviously. Be sure to pack a good pair of hiking boots, jacket and waterproof pants, and warm thermals. Guests can also stay at Hotel Torridon, which is in a perfect setting for photos. 20:00 Dinner: For dinner, head to Shieldaig Bar &amp; Coastal Kitchen and parade in some of the hand picked seafood that they sell fresh
every day. 22:00 Sleep: Take some well-deserved zzzz's Read our full post on day 2 in the Highlands, here The Scottish Highlands: Day 3 09:00 get off the Torridon Hotel: (or alternative accommodation in Shieldaig) and drive from Shieldaig to Applecross Sands Beach (1h / 23 miles by the coast) – it's one of the most beautiful coastal roads on the Plateau. 10:15 Spend some time on the beach: After a
short trip, make sure you have some time to stop at the Sandy Applecross beach (about 7 miles north of Applecross). It is very easy to detect when you are driving down and it is likely that you will make some new friends on this little road as well. Highland cows are everywhere. 11:00 Drive to Applecross Walled Garden: On your trip to Applecross, be sure to keep a lookout for breathtaking views of raasay
island and skye island beyond. Once you arrive, grab a Tunnocks tea cake and a hot cup of Scottish tea. 12:00 Explore Applecross: Spend 30 minutes or more walking in this small village and see if you can see the deer that roams freely around the city. We saw 3 on our visit! In addition, you can appear in applecross walled garden which is situated on the edge of Applecross itself. 12:45 Lunch: Gorge in a
typical Scottish pub, the Applecross Inn (zip code for GPS, IV54 8LR). Here they have a variety of seafood and proper pub food that is so tasty. We went for the fish and chips (with lashings of vinegar). 13:45 Drive to Lochcarron and to Plockton: The total unit of it is around 90-105 minutes, but I guarantee you will stop in many areas. This unit will take you straight to one of Scotland's highest mountain
passes (which you can read more about, The road itself rises about 2500 feet and with the incredible curves of staples and glacial landscapes, I guarantee you will want to stop many times. 15:00: Stop offs: On your drive towards Plockton, Plockton, be able to do some pit stops in places like Strome Castle or Locharron Weaver Shop. 16:00 Calum's Seal Boat Trip: After arriving at Plockton, the beautiful
highland village overlooking Loch Carro, check in straight for your 60-minute tour with Calum and his amazing crew to look for some of the region's most famous residents... the stamps! (read our full post on the tour, here) Go to the waters of Sula Mhor (Calum's boat) and keep your eyes peeled for these cute seals. We had a great time exploring the waters, watching the cute seals with a hot chocolate in
hand. It's a very special experience. 17:00 Visit Eilean Donan: If you have time, take a 25-minute drive to Eilean Donan Castle. it's a picturesque place worth seeing when you're in the area. 18:30 Check in at your hotel: Stay in the centre of picturesque Plockton at the Plockton Inn (32 Harbour Street, Plockton IV52 8TN) and have a few hours of well-deserved rest and relaxation before dinner at the Inn.
20:00 Dinner at the Plockton Inn: Parade in some delicious haggis, fresh seafood or go for some Scottish meat. It's really a delicious restaurant serving some Scottish favorites. 10pm Sleep: Enjoy some zzzz's Read our full post on all day 3 and activities, here Scottish Highlands: Day 4 09:00 Breakfast: Recheck for breakfast for an exciting day before 9.30am Drive Plockton to the Isle of Skye: The unit itself
will take about 40-50 minutes. 10:15 Welcome to the Isle of Skye: Now, for us, we only spend a brief morning on the Isle of Skye (something we're sorry about). What we recommend, if you have time, is to spend at least one night on the island itself. It gives you much more time to go to the beautiful mountain ranges, discover some of the small villages and experience the charm of this beautiful Scottish
Island. As we were on a tight schedule to experience some other amazing areas, we took a passing visit and decided to stop at Armadale Castle and enter the Islands Museum. Spend about 45 minutes exploring this beautiful place before going further south. 11:00 Dunscaith Castle: If you have time, drive to Toskavaig Bay between Tarskavaig and Ord and walk to Dunscaith Castle where you can discover
one of the oldest standing castle islands. 11:45 (or later if you want) Calmac Ferry to Mallaig: Take a ticket to board the ferry from Armadale to the mainland, Mallaig. The crossing takes about 30 minutes. 12:15 Hello Scotland Continental: After a morning on the Isle of Skye, head straight for Arisaig where you'll be going for a slower exploration of the region. 13:00 Foraging for lunch: After arriving in Arisaig,
meet with Leon and his team from Wildwood Bushcraft who will take you on a slow adventure to forage for some food on the shores of the Scottish Highlands (see our full post on this, here). You're going to to eat raw limpets, mussels and get lots of seagrass, scurvy grass (which tastes like mustard) and and Sorrel (which tastes like apple). Once you've foraged a decent amount, you'll start a small fire with
Leon where you'll cook your seaweed and freshly harvested clams to cook a meal for lunch. It was one of the best experiences we had in Arisaig and so unique. 16:00 Drive from Arisaig to Camusdarach Beach: The journey will take about 15-20 minutes and make sure you follow along the beautiful scenic coastal road between Arisaig and Morar. Once you reach the beach, you will be greeted by stunning
white powder ed sand, turquoise waters and hardly anyone in sight. It's really a hidden gem that's beautiful at any time of the year. 17:30 Drive from Camusdarach Beach – Acharacle (Ardnamurchan Peninsula): after enjoying the relaxed charm of the beach, head straight for Acharacle which is about 60-75 minutes away. 18:30 Arrival on the Ardnamurchan Peninsula: If it's still light, head straight to Tioram
Castle and enjoy the sunset over the lake. It's an amazing sight – just be prepared for some midges or two. We visited in the fall and there were still a few out there. 19:00 Check out the Loch Shiel Hotel: Loch Shiel Hotel is a family hotel that looks typical of Scotland. It looked cozy and everyone was so warm and friendly. 20:00 Dinner and drinks: We spent the night chatting with the locals at the bar and
eating some of their homemade food which is delicious. 23:00 Sleep: Grab some well-deserved zzzz's Read our full post on all the experiences of Day 4, here in the Scottish Highlands: Day 5 09:30 Breakfast: Grab a hearty Scottish breakfast. 10:00 Rent a bike: A second day of being more relaxed and on a slow adventure, be sure to book up a few cycles of Sunart Cycles (which Tim, from Sunart Cycles)
kindly delivered to our hotel for us. Once ready, go for an exploration of the area. Of course, you can explore the lake, the mountain roads and also the island of Eilean Tioram where Tioram Castle calls home. You can read our full post on this tour, here 13:00 Go back to the hotel: Drop the bikes back to your hotel (agreed with Sunart Cycles). 14:00 Drive to Ardnamurchan Distillery: The unit itself will take
about 20 minutes and is worth a visit if you have a craving for some good quality whiskey. You can visit the distillery and they will even let you taste some. The zip code for the distillery is PH36 4JG. 15:00 Picnic time: After all that bike and distillery tour, grab a picnic basket at the Sunart Centre and head to the lakeside for a delicious picnic of local cheeses, fresh vegetables, hearty sandwiches and many
locally produced pates. If you're feeling extra indulgent, ask the lovely staff if they have their sticky toffee pudding available and take a little with you. I promise you, it's amazing – especially when heated. 4:00 p.m. – Strontian: About 30 minutes and beautiful. 16:30 Visit an artist studio: On the way to Glenberg, make a pitstop at Resipole Studios at, you guessed it, guessed it, Andrew Sinclair and his team
have made an intimate artist's studio that shows a beautiful art that you can buy from the wall. The zip code for your GPS is PH36 4HX. 17:00 Check in a cedar wood hut: Today, it's time to check in your own cedar wood cabin. Go to Sunart Camping which has a range of cute little huts that are perched on your grounds. The cabins have a lot of heating, so they're actually toasted and designed to be well
insulated to limit the environmental impact. There are one or two hostels that have a suite, so be sure to book this. We stayed in one without a suite, which was all good but, in retrospect, I would have preferred my bathroom and shower inside our cozy cabana. After all, I love the comfort of my creature. 19:00 Dinner at Kilcamb Lodge: Within a 15-minute walk of its cedar lodge, Kilcamb Lodge is an award-
winning restaurant and hotel that is on the lakeside. They specialize in local Scottish seafood, meat and game. You will have a truly authentic taste of the highlands in a beautiful restaurant we visited. It's really amazing. The zip code for your GPS is PH36 4HY. 21:00 Take a nightout: Before leaving Kilcamb Lodge, head to the living room with a crackling fire and enjoy a hot toddy before your walk back to
the cedar shop. 22:00 Sleep: Grab some well-deserved zzzz's Read all the activities and adventures of day 5, here Scottish Highlands: Day 6 09:30 Breakfast: As with your picnic the day before, head to the Sunart Centre for a tasty Scottish breakfast. 10:30 Strontian Drive – Ardgour: Make sure you go straight to the ferry terminal, you can't miss it – the journey takes about 25 minutes. 11:00 Boarding on
Corran Ferry – Ardgour – Nether Lochaber: Taking about 10 minutes, the ferry departs every 20 minutes or more and costs less than £10 per car. 11:15 Nether Lochaber Drive – Fort Augustus: This drive will be on a slightly longer road, with driving time being about 75 minutes. On the way, you can stop at Fort William or the Glen Nevis Visitor Centre if you are looking to learn more about the largest
mountain in the British Isles. 13:00 Lunch at Fort Augustus: On your way further north, stop at Fort Augustus where you can go to the Lock Inn for some tasty food. We ate a meat pie and tasty beer that was so delicious. After lunch, walk along the canal path and explore a bit of the city before returning to the car. 14:30 Drive: Start the ignition and go from Fort Augustus along Lake South Ness towards
Dores. the unit will take about 50-60 minutes. If you have some more time, make some stops to take care of the Loch Ness Monster and head to the Loch Ness trail, which is a great route to hike if you're short on time. If not, consider a longer trail or visit the Spean Bridge, the Command memorial or keep a lookout for the Nevis Mountain Range in the distance. 15:30 Drive to Inverness and Dolphin Spirit
RIB trip: After arriving in Inverness, head straight to Inverness Marina Marina mount the RIB boat. If you're lucky, you'll find some of the local dolphins that call this area home. The staff will kit you in thermal equipment and glasses so you will be nice and warm. All you have to worry about is spotting these dolphins. The zip code for dolphin spirit rib travel is IV1 1FF. 18:30 Go for a snack: After your two
hours at sea, head to Inverness city centre (particularly near the train station) and enter one of the many local restaurants that line the streets. 20:44 Boarding the Caledonian Sleeper/Flight/Car/Rocket: After an epic adventure, book in a private sleeping cabin where you'll have a comfortable white linen bed, some toiletries and wake up called Scottish salmon and scrambled eggs. For dinner, head to the
restaurant cart on board the sleeper and enjoy some typical Scottish meals and a few glasses of wine before retiring to your cabin and bed. Read all our posts about visiting the Scottish Highlands, here share TweetPinterestFlipboardPocketWhatsappMail ShareTweetPinterestFlipboardPocketWhatsappMail
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